CHECK IN

The Cavalier Hotel

Big-band ensembles, a gilded lobby, and a golf course with holes modeled after Scotland's greatest greens—The Cavalier Hotel once had all the trappings of the Gatsby era (F. Scott Fitzgerald was even a guest). Almost a century later, the Virginia Beach gem was destined for the wrecking ball until a group of local investors stepped in. Their restoration ushered in larger, more luxurious rooms, three new dining concepts, and Tarnished Truth Distilling Company, the first hotel distillery in the nation. Book a tour or tasting and raise a glass to new beginnings. From $189

EYE

Decor highlights include plush headboards, claw-foot tubs, and pillows with the Cavalier's crest.

TAKE A DIP

Choose between the indoor saltwater pool and the Cavalier Beach Club, which overlooks the Atlantic.

SIP

Made in-house, Old Cavalier Bourbon is the hotel's signature spirit and the perfect nightcap.

NOSH

Becca's seafood-focused menu serves up she-crab soup and a smoked Virginia trout sandwich.

WANT MORE?

Browse the Inflight Entertainment Portal for the best spots to eat, drink, stay, and play in your final destination. It's free!